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BIMCO’s core services

Products Training Regulation Information and advice
Ships Commercial

• Contracts & clauses
• IDEA2
• Shipping KPIs

• eLearning
• Live courses
• Webinars

• International
• Regional

• Environment
• Safety
• Security
• Navigation

• Chartering support 
• Market analysis
• Credit risk
• Debt recovery
• Ports and cargo 

databases



• Current market situation
• Depressed rates in all segments
• Overcapacity of ships

• Outlook towards the future
• Paris Agreement – how it changes the world as we know it
• Peak in; oil, coal, globalisation, consumption
• Pointing towards a future with less ships

• Business model in shipping
• Transparency in the market
• Connectivity bringing cargoes closer to ships
• Shift from spot to long term partnership arrangements



• Digitalisation
• Big Data
• Connectivity
• Integration of the ship into corporate networks and systems

• Cyber security
• Management of risks
• Need for ship’s systems to be designed for resilience



• Are we prepared?
• Are yards ready to supply resilient ships?
• Are owners and managers ready to accept ships crews into corporate systems?
• Are owners ready to moderate the inflow of new tonnage?

• Will we see disruption in shipping to drive change?
• New entrants from other industries that revolutionise shipping

• Or, will the change be organic, slow adaptation to a “new normal”?



• The pointers towards the long term future are clear
• Less cargoes to be transported
• Higher risks to be managed for increasingly connected ships
• Opportunities for those able to get sense from big data

• Adjustments are needed in the shipping industry
• Slow and painful? Or disruptive?
• Shipping is demand driven and future cargo volume will dictate
• Climate change policy will impact trade – especially energy trade

• Digitalisation is a tool to facilitate change
• It is not the mega trend that drives change
• It requires risks to be managed



Understanding the future demand, to drive 
innovation in business model and hardware 

is key to future success



www.bimco.org
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